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 Kuril Islands dispute has been a matter of concern of two nations namely 

Russia and Japan, which started way before 1855. Which yet is not seeming to 

finish. Here the government of China has seen this issue from various government 

transitions. Starting from the Qing dynasty, republic of China and our current 

People’s Republic of China. We have expected peace throughout our time in the 

world but due to various nation’s greed and urge to be dominating has resulted in 

various endless wars. This dispute has severely affected the lives of various local 

residents, due to their disputed national recognition. 

 The People’s Republic of China has constantly taken diplomatic steps 

towards the solution for issues throughout the world, also our government has 

taken steps to maintain peace and stability in the region. The government has 

conducted various diplomatic meetings with government of Russia regarding the 

peaceful resolution of kuril islands dispute, but the government of Japan is not 

seeming to have peaceful relations with their neighbor thus they have been 

constantly seen conducting threatening and provocative acts with the support of 

their allies. 

 This issue may continue for a long time if no drastic action is taken to 

resolve the issue. The matter of concern should be sent to the permanent court of 

arbitration. Until the given case is resolved both the parties including their allies 

should demilitarize the disputed area. Referring the UNSC resolution 2368, a 

resolution should be passed to form combined task force by both the parties with 

third party military detachment whose primary role would be for surveillance 

over the disputed islands, their quarterly report should be directly submitted to 

the United Nations Security Council. The before mentioned combined task force 

would be responsible for maintenance of peace in the region until the resolution 

is made. 


